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Edifier W220T TWS headphones
Experience how good your favorite songs can sound. The Edifier W220T TWS headphones are equipped with 13-millimeter drivers and
support Snapdragon Sound technology, so they can deliver high quality sound. Bluetooth 5.3 guarantees a reliable connection, and cVc
noise cancellation lets you talk freely on the phone. Enjoy up to 24 hours of run time with the charging case and try the Edifier Connect
app to gain access to a host of cool features.
 
Superior sound quality
Be amazed by the high sound quality. The headphones support Snapdragon Sound technology and aptX Adaptive codec, which translates
into  clear,  natural  sound  and  incredible  richness  of  detail.  The  W220T  are  also  equipped  with  large  13mm  liquid  crystal  composite
drivers. This allows them to provide even better resolution and excellent harmony. Put on your new headphones, turn on your favorite
playlist and feel like you're at a concert, wherever you are!
 
Say goodbye to delays
No more connection problems. An improved Qualcomm QCC3056 chip, LDS antennas and Bluetooth 5.3 technology ensure fast, stable
transmission and low power consumption. So you can enjoy efficient and reliable headphone performance. What's more, when you play
games the W220T automatically switches to Low Latency mode, where they provide ultra-low latency of 89ms. Don't let your opponent
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surprise you and win the next duel!
 
Comfort of use
Don't  be afraid of  discomfort  when listening to your favorite songs.  The headphones are extremely lightweight and comfortable.  They
stably stay in your ears and do not fall out of them. They are also IP54 waterproof - you can use them in the rain or on a workout without
worry. Operating the W220T is also extremely easy - a gentle pinch is all it takes to switch a song or stop playback, for example. No need
to reach for your phone every time!
 
Long working time
Now you can listen to music uninterrupted at work, at home or on a trip - no more worries about the battery draining too quickly! The
W220T's operating time reaches 6 hours on a single charge, and the included case offers another 18 hours. Together, this gives you up
to 24 hours of playing your favorite playlists! You don't have to wait indefinitely for the headphones to be charged, either. Put them in
the case for 15 minutes to then listen to music for about 2 hours!
 
They will work well when talking on the phone
Do you often talk on the phone? The W220T headphones will be perfect for you too! Qualcomm aptX Voice technology ensures excellent
sound quality during phone calls, and cVc noise reduction is responsible for effective elimination of unnecessary background noises. So
you  can  talk  even  in  noisy  places  like  a  bus  or  a  supermarket  without  any  problems.  The  headphones  are  also  equipped  with  dual
microphones.
 
Edifier Connect app
Gain access to additional features and settings. Just download the Edifier Connect app and add your headphones to it! With it, you can,
for example, turn gaming mode on or off, adjust notification volume, adjust touchpad sensitivity, set a timer and check battery levels. EQ
settings are also available. Try the Edifier Connect app and make the W220T headphones even better for your needs!
 
In the box
Headphones
Charging case
Charging cable
User manual
Brand
Edifier
Model
W220T
Color
White
Driver
Dynamic 13mm
Bluetooth version
5.3
Bluetooth profiles
A2DP, AVRCP, HFP
Codecs
Qualcomm aptX Adaptive, Qualcomm aptX, SBC
Range
Up to 10m
Operating time
About 6h (headphones) + 18h (case)
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Battery capacity
35mAh (headphones), 350mAh (case)
Charging interface
USB-C
Charging time
About 1h (headphones), about 1.5h (case)
Input
5V 200mA (headphones), 5V 1A (case)
Frequency response
20Hz-40kHz
SPL
96±3dB SPL (A)
Impedance
28Ω
Number of microphones
4 (2 per earphone)
Microphone sensitivity
-38dB ±1dB
Water resistance
IP54
Weight
42g

Preço:

€ 53.51
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